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ABSTRACT

; A numerical solution has been obtained for transient heat transfer in cylinders by appropriate
choice of body ,conforming grid points. The physical domain is transformed to computational domain
using elliptic ~al differential equation technique, wherein the grid spacing becomes uniform. The
advantage ~f this method is that the discretisation of transformed equations. and accompanying
boundary conditipns becdme very simple. The applicability of this method is very broad, as it can be
used for carryingiout study of any comple'x domain in contrast to finite difference methods, which haveI
limited applicability. Detailedcalculations have been carried out to trace the evolution of temperature
distribution frpm the initiial stages to the steadystate for circular cylinder, elliptical cylinder and square
block with circular hole. This paper is aimed for general-shaped bodies and it has been applied to study
transie~t h~at JtransfGr in combustion-driven shock tube.

1; INTRODUCTION

T.ransient he.at transfer is important in
atmospQeric, earth, biological and technological
sciences. Structhral technology depends very much
on transient and steady state heat transfer studies,

particularly in material selection, for example in

supersonic/hypersonic nozzles, re-entry shields,
chetpical and thermal reactor components and

combustion devices.

This investigation deals with the study of

transient heat transfer in different cylindrical

geometry. The analytical study of unsteady heat

transfer in circular cylinder has been carried out by
Carslaw and Jaegerl and Meye~ .However, the

analytical method involves grappling with Bessel

functions beca~se of circular 'cylindrical shapes.

Th'e analytical study becomes almost impossible for

non-circular and non-rectangular cylinders, and
pJlyNit;IIJ NilllllliOlI~ wJlit;h IIro 11101 vcry 11I1COl11111011
phenomena. The method of grid Igeneration has been

j-~- c

NOMENCLATUREI

f Any function

J Jacobian of transformation

P, Q Source functions

t Time

T Temperature

x,y I Co~rdinates in physical domain

a,(3,y Coefficients in trankfprmed partial
I differ~ntial dquation

I ,
ad Coefficient of thermdl diffusion

~,1l Coordinates in comp~tational domain

i, j Variable at point (i, j)

/1 Increment in variable

Superscript ,
n Time itera\ion number

Rcvlscd 2~' Dcccmbcr 1999
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widely \1...ed to I\nnly...e flllid 'flow f\1\d hrf\t trl\lINfer
problems in complicated domains3.4. The, heat
transfer problem!, involving irrepiular I1nd complex
I.:r()~~M-Nel.:lioIIN lIl;e Nolvcd by gCII~tIlliull 01. I)~)dy
conforming grids which may not necessarily be
uniformly spaced within the domain of
investigation. Curvilinear grid of physical (x, y)
plane is related to uniform grid of computational
plane (~, 11) through the solution of elliptic partial
differential equation with Drichlet b~undary
conditions. The governing heat transfer eqJlation
for irregular-shaped bodies is transformed on to
regular computational plane, wherein it is easy to
setup uniformly spaced nodal points5. The finite
difference analogue of the thermal eqhation and the
accompanying boundary condItions are, solved to
trace steady state evolution of temperature with
time6-9. A thorough review of the body confor.l1i\ing
grid generation technique was carried out during a
refresher courselO on computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) known as 'CFD-update 1992' held at the
Indian Institute of Technology, Madurai. This
development is for general-shaped cylindrical
bodies, and detailed calculations have been carried
out to study the evolution of temperature to
steadystate in elliptical cylinder and in a square
block with a circular hole.

complltl\tionl'l RpnCe ,hy int'erchhngillg tlf rOlt9 or

independent and dependent variables. I

II 1IIIiy ho ()hNOrVl~(1111111 fi)11 11 filllC.:libll.{(r;,II),

such that I

~ ~~(x,y) (3)

(4).T1 = T1(x,y)

V2 f = (V2 ~)f~ + (~~ + ~~)f~~

+ 2(~x1lx +~y1l)')f~'1 + (1l~ '+ 1l~)J
,

+ (V2 ~f'1
(5)

where

a2v 82
=-+ -

8x2 Oy2 (6)

, Inferchanging the ~ole, of dependent and

independent var~ables forj(x.y) where

x = x(~, 11)

y = Y(~, 11)

f ~ = x~f x + y~f y (7)

The study has also been applied to transient
heating of the driver section of com bustion-driven
shock tube. It is observed that for stainless steel
shock tube (internal diameter: 12 cm and thickness:
1 cm) subjected to 2500 K at Ithe inner boundary,
only a millimeter of the thickness senses a rise of

11 K in 5 ms.

/" =X,,/x +Y,,/y
(8)

Using Eqns (7) and (8), one'gcts the values of
,ix and h : ,

Yf.f1])f~=i(yTIff, (9)

2. FORMULATION & SOIJIUTION

The distribution of points in the interior of the

domain is determined by solvi~g

(10)

where

J=(xf,Y1]-Yf,X1]) ; tll)+ ~yy = P(x,y) (I)

For
(2)Tl.u + Tlyy = Q(f,Y)

t
\

=Y1] 11,! ; =-x IJ
Y 11 I (12)t,xwhere ~,1l represent coordinates in the

computational domain andP and Q control the point

spacing in the interior of the physical domain.

Equations (I) and (2) can be transformed to

Fqr f= 11

-y~ I J,
tiYJ=xf,ll

(13)Tlx
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Using Eqns (5), (11), (12) ~nd (13), Eqns (1)
and (2) transform to/ the following system of

quasi-Iinea~ partial diffetential equations:

Heat transfer equation governing the

temperature profile in the physical domain is

given by:

82r

8X2

a2T

ay2

J 2 ( I

)-2Jlx~1] + yx1]1] = -1 Px~ + Qx1]

I (14) + (18)
1 ar

---
a d at

ayf,f, -2J3yf,'1 +rY'1'1 =-J2(~yf,+Qy'1) (15)

In the computational domain, using
,

coordinate transformations [Eqns (3) and (4)],

Eqn ( 18) becomes:

where

p=x~x'l +y~y'1

2

+YF.
+QT'1 -T,

ad (19)I
J == x~y'1 -y~X'1

Equations (14) and (15) can be

differenced using difference formulae for

finite which governs Ithe temperature profile in

computational domain. Using central difference

analogue for the derivatives of Twith uniform grid
spacing L\~ = L\Yl = 1, Eqn ( 19) becomes:

Xf,' X'1' yf,' Y'1' Xf,f,' Xf,'1' X'1'1' Yf,f,' yf,'1 and' Y'1'1

which yield

Tn+1 (i,j) = Tn (i,j)+a.d dt[I/J2 {a.Tf,f,

+yT 1111 }+PTf, +QT 11]

~ 213T ~'l

(20)

The equation is iteratively solved for second
decimal accuracy which is achieved by grid
consisting of 99 x 99 points. Computer software

has been developed and used to study the
evolution of temperature in the following cases:

a{.xj(i + 1. j)+x (i -1. j) }

-2P{x(i+l,j+ll)-x(i+l,j-l)

-x(i-1,j+l)+x(i-1.j-l)}/4I
+ 'Y{x(i,j+l)+lx(i,U-l)}

-tJ )2 '[P{x(i + 1, j)-x(i -1. j) }I

-+ Q{~(i,jtl)-x(i,j-l)}]/2

(16)

(a) Stainless steel 304 c y lindrical shock tube with
I. I

Inner qiameter = 12 cm

Outer diameter = 14 cm1

y(i,j)=~1 (b) Stairrless steel elliptical cylinder of thickness

I1 cm

a{y (i + 1. j) +y (i -1.j) }

1- 2J3{y(i+1.j+l)-y(i+1.j-l)

-y(i -1,j+l)+y(i -1,j -1) }14
I

+ y{y(i,j+l)+y(i,j-l)}

+ }2 [P{y(i+1.j)-y(i-1.j)}

+ Q{y(i,j+l)-:y(i,j-l)}]4/2 . Inner semi-minor axis = 5 cm

(17) Inner semi-major axis = 6 cm

i
New value~ of x(i, j) and ;y(i. j) are obtained

rrom vulliC.:s of prc.:violls itc.:ruti(l ll Ullc.l tllC.: ilc.:rlllivc.:

proces~ is carr,ed Ollt to ach evc third decimal

accura~y.

t

(c) Stainlcss stccl sqllarc block with circular holc

Side or square block = 4 cm
,

Diameter bf circular hole b 2 cm
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t

Figure 1. Temperature vs radial distance

Figure 2. Temperature vs radia' distance

temperatur; (T 0). The outer!surface of the tube is

supposed to be kept at T 0 and inl~er surface raised to
T i at time t = 0. Temperature profifes ha,:,e been

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The finite difference Eqn (20) has been solved
iteratively beginqing with initial ambient
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obtained in different cases ofi this Drichlet

boundary value problem with temperature at the
\

I

inner boundary raised to 2500 K and that at the
outer boundary kept at 300 K.
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Figure 5. Temperature vs radial distance
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Figure 1 gives the temperature profile in the

driven section of shock tube after 5 ms which is
,

more than the ru~ time of Laser Science &

Technology Centre (LASTEC)~ shock tube. It is
observed that about a millimeter of the inne~ side of
the tube senses a rise of 11 K; Figure 2 gi\-1es the
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variatiPn of temperature profile within the

cylind~ical tubej wit~ timel Steadystate is reached
after 27.83 s and tl.e temperature profile agrees

2500..

,
within 0.0 1 per cent of the available analytical

solution for steady~tatel. This result is plotted in
Fig. 3. Morever, this adds to the confidence in the
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Figure 7. Temperature vs rddial distance
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Figure 8. Temperature v.Y distance
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Figure 9. Temperature vs distance

!
analysis and the body confor.ning grid generation

,
techniq~e is appJied to study t,ransient heat transfer

in elliptical cylinder .and square block with circular

hole} Figures 4 to 7 give the evolution. of

temperature in elliptical 4ylinder ofthickne~s 1 cm

with major and m inor ~axes of 12j and 10 cm,

respectively. Figure 4 gives tempera~ure profile in

the cylinder along mino~ axis after 5 msJand Fig. 5

gives the evolut,ion of temperature to steady state

along minor ~xis: Similarly, Fig. 6 gives

temperature profile in elliptical 'cylinder along

major ajXis at 5 ms and Fig. 7 gives the levolution of

temperature to Isteadysta~e along maj~r axis. It is

observed that the temperpture profile gets very

close to t~e stead,ystate prdfile within first 8 s and

then it takes 20 s more to lachieve steadystat6.

Figure 8 gives the temperatur~ profile after 5 ms,

whereas Fig. 9 gives the evolution oftemp~rature in

a square block with circular hole. The schematic of

the grids in physical domain i~ depicted in Fig. 10.
,

To

'$

~

ELliPTICAL CYliNDER

ORCULAR CAVITY EMBE'iDED
IN A BLOCK WITH SaOARE

CROSS-SECTION

, ,
It is observed from Figs 2,5,7 and 9 that the

time taken to reach steady state inc~eases with the

complexity of the domain. It tak,es 43 s !0 reachFigure 10. Schematic or grids in phy~ical domain
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,
steady state in square block with cirpular hole which

is almos~ double' the time required to reach

steadystat~ in a circular cylinder .

boundarY fitted curvilinear coo.rdinate system on
fields containing any number tof arbitrary two-
dimensional bodies. J. Comp. Phy., 1977 , 15,
299.
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